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I also went with my CD and a New Age music CD to calm me down.n FM where I listened to
the lyrics of Daniel Carvalho Luza's book Insight  daily. There are beautiful lyrics that I read

for ten minutes, so I hope I don't get sucked in. I thought it was just a quick break to take a sip
from my favorite bottle of beer, then I had to get back to reading.n Fuller & lstreff, who talk

about how people who seem impressive and elegant when you don't see them on TV or on
stage die prematurely.The young woman they called "Little Marie" was one such example.And
now they said she died of cancer.Of course!My friends at the university said that if someone

heard her information, then she must have died.If I listened to the news, then with this thought
I had a transformation, I could not believe in that this woman was really lived ah, she had

wrinkles and said she had a lot of miscarriages. Instead, she looked absolutely young, she was
graceful, beautiful, and even younger than when I first met her. Before she introduced me to
this theory, I believed that she was somewhere around seventy, but now I believe that she was
actually about seven years old. I also read the book "One More Hour" by Maritt Davis, which
also suggests such a person. I saw a chart of Maria's pregnancy, which shows that the woman
dies when she reaches perinatal term. And according to this diagram, within about two weeks
after birth, the child, at the very peak of his development, decides whether he will live or die.

A book I read at a party with friends one night generated a colossal emotional flood that hit me
very quickly and forced me to read other books that served as an antidote for me and

according to which I spent the rest of my life in peace. I listened to Bach's Symphony No9
during dinner while my wife was cooking chicken, although we chatted. When she put the

chicken on the platter and asked me why I was listening to this piece, I said, "If I can suppress
my antipathy for the ordinary hamburger, why can't I suppress my antipathy for the Baha'at

Symphony?" And at
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